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Elizabeth Williams-Riley



Elizabeth Williams-Riley is a leader, social commentator, and consultant on 
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion; the Black experience; and Black Lives Matter movement.   

She is a sought-after DE&I speaker, facilitator, and trainer, working with companies from the public and
private sectors. Ms. Williams-Riley provides organizational development assistance, board development,

and executive coaching. She has
captured the attention of audiences
across the country, motivating
thousands of individuals to chart of
course of successful habits.
A powerful speaker with captivating
personality, Elizabeth specializes in
public speaking, customized training,
strategic planning, and experiential
learning. She has worked with many
of the nation’s leading Fortune 500
companies, foundations, colleges,
and universities. Her work also
expands into the finance, legal
services profession, the arts,
law enforcement, and education,
healthcare, nonprofit, civic, and faith/
religious sectors.

Elizabeth Williams-Riley is the founder of D.A.S.H. Consulting LLC, where her primary focus is Developing
Assets for Successful Habits (D.A.S.H.).

Elizabeth is an award-winning diversity and inclusion professional. She was named Girls Scouts of America
2015 Woman of Distinction, and 2013 Diversity Journal’s Woman Worth Watching. Mrs. Williams-Riley
is the 2016 NAACP Corporate Service Award winner, and was presented the South Asian
Business Alliance Network’s Chairman Award.

Mrs. Riley is available for interviews, as panel participant, as an expert source, contributing editor, keynote
presenter, and for media in-service.

Contact Elizabeth at 732-789-6704 or elizabeth@dashriley.com



In her own words
media links of Elizabeth Williams-Riley

https://youtu.be/9oHkpHaJU8I
https://youtu.be/tfR1FzipOTk
https://youtu.be/ZrnAGmpuwew
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/theempowermentshow/episodes/2014-05-31T11_35_09-07_00
https://youtu.be/Xf4lvsOsrro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LV8KAzbvucY&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/LV8KAzbvucY
https://youtu.be/A_LxNur6zfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Drl1yhihoIA&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/Drl1yhihoIA
https://youtu.be/9OWN3PLWnWI
https://womentakingthelead.com/elizabeth-williams-riley/


“Anything your mind can conceive, you can achieve.”  
D.A.S.H.is in the business of helping people and organizations develop assets for successful
habits™ - look at who they are in ways they have never thought of before.

It starts with a conversation to be visionary, to transform and reimagine who you are.

We work with individuals and organizations,
providing strategic services, coaching, organization
development, facilitation, webinars, and keynote
presentations. 

Diversity, equity, and inclusion 
training is the starting point not 
the finish line.  
 
Inclusion, diversity, equity and asset-building (IDEA) are 
integral to professional and organizational transformation. 
When it comes to matters related to IDEA, people often 
have questions. IDEA matters are front and center in 
the news, with race, gender, healthcare disparities, and 

economic gaps and they are ever-more present at every level within organizations. D.A.S.H. Consulting can 
provide the answers you need today. There is a sense of urgency for support to re-imagine what leaders must 
do to create lasting change, AND WE ARE HERE TO HELP! 

These matters are front and center with Black Lives Matter and COVID-19 and it is also present at every level 
in our society. 

D.A.S.H. helps people discuss these matters in productive ways, to create spaces where they can
have difficult conversations. Valuing diversity matters. The value placed on diversity and the practice of
inclusion will create an openness to re-imagining the promise of the future. Sometimes individuals
are a conversation away from having a breakthrough, or a conversation away from hitting the
headline for the wrong type of behavior. Our intentional work together makes us more proactive than
reactive.

D.A.S.H. Consulting LLC
60 Main Street #723
Woodbridge, NJ 07095 

732-789-6704
elizabeth@dashriley.com
dashriley.com


